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to make by himself. He is to interfere only with a few
timid and reserved explanations to assist the .pupil in
interpreting the lessons of nature. None of the intel-
lectual exercises ordinarily employed for children of this
age find favour in Rousseau's eyes. His education is to
be concerned with things alone. He forbids the study
of languages. At the age of fifteen Emile is only to know
one language. If he knew more he would have to com-
pare ideas of which he is incapable. Maps t>f unknown
countries have no real meaning for a child of this age.
History is also proscribed, for the child cannot under-
stand the relations of historical events. The whole of
literature is banished from the curriculum. Emile, at
twelve years of age, is scarcely to know what a book is.
His whole education is to be physical. He is to be
strong and healthy in order that he may become wise and
sensible. He should be in constant motion. His clothes
must be loose to allow for the growth of his body. He
is to wear little or nothing on his head. He is to drink
cold wafer when he is hot. He is allowed a good spell
of sleep, because he needs it. He is to be asjnuch at
home in the water as on land. The faculties to be educated
at this period are the senses. Let him learn to measure,
number, weigh, and compare. In this Rousseau was in
advance of his age. Basedow, and Pestalozzi, and most
of the moderns, are agreed that the senses cannot be
properly developed without education. We cannot learn
how to touch, see, or hear without having been taught
This kind of education has brought Emile to be
twelve years old. Let us see to what point of develop-
ment he has arrived. His bearing is full of confidence,*
his nature is free and open, but not overbearing or con-
ceited, his speech is simple and always to the purpose,
his ideas are limited but distinct, he knows nothing by

